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No suprises in ERA’s report on Synergy 
 
WA’s economic watchdog has reported what the independent power sector has been saying 
for years: State owned power utility Synergy has got to get smaller. 
 
Richard Harris, Chairman of the WA Independent Power Association (WA IPA), welcomed the 
findings of the Economic Regulation Authority’s annual assessment of Synergy. 
 
“The WA IPA and its members have long said that Synergy’s behaviour clearly discourages 
healthy competition in the power supply sector and is unsustainable, “ Mr Harris said. 
 
“Both the WA Energy Minister Mike Nahan and his Opposition counterpart Bill Johnston have 
said Synergy needs to change the way it operates to survive and be an important and 
effective part of a competitive WA electricity market. 
 
“Synergy appears to want to hold onto the dominance it had when it was in a monopoly 
position in WA. Its management seems desperate to continue to dominate the market, avoid 
any healthy competition and use out of date business practices. 
 
“Synergy’s behaviour is hurting the bottom line of the utility and everyone else in the market, 
not to mention customers who are paying too much for power. Synergy needs to respond to 
the changes that are occurring in WA and globally and transform the way they operate in 
order to provide the best service to WA. 
 
“Synergy must shut its ageing and inefficient power stations that are pushing up the cost of 
power to Western Australians. They also need to sell wholesale power to retailers at prices 
that support competition. Keeping their wholesale prices high hurts Synergy as much as it 
hurts retail competition. 
 
“Synergy is clinging to its former status as WA’s only or dominant supplier of power.” 
 
The WA IPA is an industry association representing non-government electricity industry 
companies in Western Australia. The WA IPA advocates for reforms to the electricity market 
which enhance competition, put downward pressure on prices for consumers, and reduce the 
level of government ownership and control in the market. 
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